Finish Line™

**STANCHION FLUORO OIL**

**STANCHION LUBE - 15g BOTTLE**

“Stanchion Fluoro Oil impressed me. My fork felt immediately broken in! A great ‘trick’ to keep your fork working smoothly”  
- Ken Avery, Racing Development, Maxis International

**Stanchion Fluoro Oil** is a pure DuPont liquid fluoropolymer oil. So slippery it even improves the surface slip of Teflon-coated surfaces! It is a surface treatment that is distinctly different and better than solid fluoropolymers like PTFE. Stanchion Fluoro oil will improve the performance and extend the life of fork stanchions, eliminate fork stiction and condition your fork’s rubber seals and o-rings. Can also be used to lubricate inner cable wires, spoke nipples, elastomer suspension components, and derailleur/brake pivot bolts.

- 100% Pure Liquid Teflon® fluoropolymer
- Eliminates stiction, rejuvenates and protects seals
- Extends fork life
- Excellent for derailleur pivots and cables – especially Teflon® coated cables

**SAFETY, HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT:**

- Finish Line’s Stanchion Lube is a completely inert product so it will not react with other elements to harm the user or the environment.
- Non-toxic to the environment when used in quantities and applications as intended.
- Contains no carcinogenic or hazardous air pollutants (HAP) ingredients and emits to Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).
- REACH compliant for Europe. All ingredients used are listed with all major worldwide chemical inventories.
- Contains no artificial dyes or fragrances.
- Non-flammable and is packaged in recyclable plastic containers.

**AVAILABLE AS**

- **15g Bottle**
  - with felt pad and extension straw